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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
In an era when bipartisan propaganda has taken over our sources of information, it
has become incredibly difficult to filter what is real from what is fanciful. I have
slowly become more hopeful in our ability to synthesize and develop evidencebased, thoughtful and innovative policies to analyze the world’s greatest problems
ranging from income inequality to terrorism to climate change to the global
migration crisis.
We proudly present to you to the 2017-2018 Special Edition of the Wagner Review,
the student-run academic journal of the Robert F. Wagner Graduate School of Public
Service at New York University.
Our colleagues and contributors have not only enlightened me, but continue to
produce insightful content that will mitigate the world’s entrenched problems while
building resilient communities. I take great pride and intention in organizing these
varied perspectives to promote thoughtful discussion and conversations. This
edition continues the tradition of publishing original student work that astutely
reflects the policy areas of interest and academic study of the student body.
This year’s edition provides me a beacon of hope. It embraces creative
recommendations for how to design and implement the necessary infrastructure for
communities with multifaceted challenges. We’ve included an analysis on population
limitations, proposed voting policy reform, recommended New York City recycling
programs, sustainability models, the economics of refugee resettlement, critiques of
the juvenile justice system and cooperative solutions for affordable housing.
The continued mission of the Wagner Review is to encourage dialogue on a wide
range of issues related to public service and to provide an outlet showcasing the
fine scholarship that exists within the NYU Wagner community. This journal is
comprised of original material of peer-reviewed research, analysis, and commentary
from a diverse group of students that reflects the research conducted and academic
programs offered at NYU Wagner.
We are grateful to the writers who submitted pieces and to our staff who served as
editors. We would also like to thank the Wagner Student Association and the NYU
Wagner Administration, particularly our faculty sponsor, Thom Blaylock. We could
not have produced this journal without your efforts, wisdom and enthusiasm.
We know you will enjoy reading and trust you continue to follow your curiosity and
desire for truth and knowledge.
Stephanie A. Owens
Editor-In-Chief
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BRINGING “SAVE AS YOU THROW” TO NEW YORK CITY
Charlotte Hough
ABSTRACT N ew Y ork City is burdened w ith w aste from
consumption which, among many consequences, contributes to
rising greenhouse gas emissions. The administration of Mayor Bill de
Blasio has committed to reducing greenhouse gas emissions to 80%
by 2050. This paper makes the case that in order to meet such
ambitious goals, the city must reduce the waste produced by all New
Yorkers. This paper proposes the adoption of a policy that creates
monetary incentives for individuals and businesses to reduce waste
through a “Save As You Throw” program.
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Introduction
On average, each New York City
household generates about 1,700
pounds
of
refuse
annually,
the
equivalent of roughly 30 gallons per
week.1 This consumption threatens our
climate and in turn, our city, which has
already seen the potential impact of
climate
change
through
recent
superstorms like Hurricane Sandy.
Mayor de Blasio has committed to
reducing greenhouse gas emissions by
80% by 2050,2 an ambitious goal
necessary to combat the looming
threat of climate change. The Mayor
has also pledged that by 2030, the city
will send zero waste to landfills.3
Converting our waste to renewables is
one critical strategy that can be used
to
reduce
New
York’s
carbon
emissions. It is also the only way to
reach the “zero waste” threshold
without significantly changing other
consumption and production patterns.
The city is faced with the current
challenge: New York City’s overall
diversion rate is only 17%4 – much
lower than that of many other U.S.
cities. In order to tackle New York
City’s
waste
problem
head
on,
municipal government must implement
new policies that will incentivize city
residents to recycle more and waste
less.
Previous Reform Efforts
Mayor de Blasio’s ambitious waste
reduction goals do not seem to have
been
matched
with
an
equal
commitment to advancing visionary
policy reform to meet these goals. This
may be due to the fact that there is no
legal requirement to comply with
Mayor de Blasio’s zero waste plan,5
and its target goals have been set for
after he leaves office at the end of
2021.

In 2006, the city adopted its current
Solid
Waste
Management
Plan
(SWMP), a 20-year plan detailing
upcoming reform issues in waste
management. This laid out a strategy
for reducing and disposing of the city’s
waste, with a focus on “equitably
distributing sanitation infrastructure,
minimizing environmental effects, and
keeping
costs
manageable.”6
Specifically, the plan focused on waste
prevention,
waste
export
and
commercial waste. The recycling
reforms proposed in the SWMP include
setting
“aggressive
but
realistic”
diversion goals, identifying fresh
recycling initiatives and committing to
new in-city processing facilities.7 The
SWMP plan positions recycling reforms
as part of a more holistic plan to
manage residential waste, recycling,
and
commercial
waste
in
an
interdependent manner. As a part of
the initiatives outlined in the Mayor’s
OneNYC plan, originally released in
2015, the city has implemented a pilot
program for organics collection, in
addition to new recycling programs for
e-waste and textiles and education
programs within NYCHA and public
schools.
Progress on increasing recycling has
been modest. Data from this year
suggests that since 2005, the city has
seen refuse collected by DSNY
decrease
by
only
10.9%.8
An
assessment
by
the
Independent
Budget Office (IBO) found that since
the 2006 SWMP, diversion rates have
actually decreased, but attributes this
to the decline of newspapers in the
waste stream generally. The capture
rate of recyclable materials has
increased; with the exception of
metals, every major category of
recycling was being captured into the
recycling stream at a higher rate in
2013 than in 2005 (see table below).9
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housing in New York is made up of
rental apartments.11 A tax on the
individual by way of governmentissued trash bags would be the most
effective way to charge all city
residents for trash collection in an
upfront manner, as most reside in
multi-unit dwellings.
These gains are positive, but still
modest when compared with the
ambitious agenda as outlined by de
Blasio in One NYC.
Proposed Policy Solution: Moving
Closer Toward a “Save as You
Throw” Model
With only 12 years remaining to reach
de Blasio’s zero waste goal, more
aggressive policies must be seriously
pursued to meet this target. Mayor de
Blasio’s OneNYC plan names the
development
of
an
“equitable
blueprint” for a residential recycling
incentive
program
as
a
key
sustainability issue. Progress on this
policy has been slow. As of the writing
of this paper, the city is negotiating
with a private consultant to develop a
plan.
OneNYC has placed a potential “Save
As You Throw” (SAYT) residential
recycling incentive program on the city
agenda – on paper, at least. In
practice,
it
is
important
to
acknowledge
that
developing
an
effective yet feasible policy is a
daunting task – but certainly not
without precedent across the U.S. and
globally.
A SAYT program would
incentivize New Yorkers to reduce their
non-recyclable waste by introducing a
volume-based
fee
for
residential
garbage pickup, therefore making the
costs for wasting upfront and visible.10
One obvious challenge to imposing a
fee of this type is the makeup of the
city’s housing stock: three quarters of
3

Case Study: Seoul, South Korea
Seoul presents an interesting SAYT
case study for New York City, with a
comparable
population
and
comparable proportion of multi-unit
housing stock of about three quarters
apartment buildings and multi-family
houses.12 In the early 1990s, Seoul
faced a waste crisis: only five percent
of waste was recycled.13 Later that
decade, the government implemented
a volume-based fee for garbage.
Seoul’s policy resulted in a 40%
reduction in waste generation and the
doubling of their recycling rate.14
Other cities have seen comparable
reductions
in
waste
after
the
implementation of a SAYT program. 15
As written, Seoul’s policy required
residents to purchase governmentissued trash bags to regulate the
amount of waste they produced.
Size of Fee

New York’s volume-based waste fee
must be small enough to not have an
adverse effect on New Yorkers on the
lower end of the income spectrum yet
significant enough to actually nudge
behavior towards more recycling. All
residents should be permitted a
baseline allocation of waste by being
issued a preliminary allocation of trash
bags at no charge. A proposal by the
Citizen’s Budget Commission suggests
pricing bags at a low fee of $1.50 for
each 30-gallon bag and $0.75 for each
15-gallon bag, to make the fee
reasonable for all New Yorkers.16 This
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would cover the cost for an average
household, which CBC suggests is $80
per year and $7 per month. New York
is socioeconomically diverse,17 so this
fee may not be feasible for residents of
all neighborhoods and further study
would be wise. In Seoul, policymakers
determined the price of bags taking
into
account
local
socioeconomic
factors, including local standard of
living.18 The DSNY should determine
the allocation of trash bags using the
current waste and recycling rates of
individual neighborhoods as a baseline,
simultaneously
taking
into
consideration
relevant
local
socioeconomic factors such as average
annual
income.
If
the
baseline
allocation is set slightly below current
waste averages, residents will be
incentivized to reduce their waste
without facing a significant economic
burden. While this will be more
administratively complicated, it is the
most equitable solution considering the
varying diversion rates across the five
boroughs.19 The high cost of current
trash collection and management rates
currently makes it less feasible to start
off with a fee that would actually fully
fund them.20 Ideally, a later stage in
this policy should strive toward that
goal.
A baseline allocation calculated based
on local averages will not meet every
New Yorker’s unique needs, so
residents should be given an option to
resell their unused bags on a regulated
marketplace. As the Citizen’s Budget
Commission argues, the City Council
could facilitate this marketplace, which
could give New Yorkers a chance to
save money by selling extra bags once
they reduce waste.21 Since this waste
would not aim to fully fund waste
costs, but rather raise visibility, it
could be offset by a tax credit to
further ensure that New Yorkers are
not faced with an unmanageable

financial burden.
Implementation
To ensure SAYT’s success, it should be
implemented
through
a
phased
implementation, introducing the policy
with a pilot program, as has been
done with the city’s new organics
recycling collection program. After an
initial public comment period, DSNY
should direct outreach to current
participants in the organics program to
give the opportunity to participate in
Phase
One
of
SAYT.
Phase
implementation was used successfully
in the Seoul case. There, government
implemented a pilot program in select
municipalities;
its
demonstrated
successes
motivated
other
municipalities
to
opt
into
the
program.22 A pilot program would also
enable policymakers to fine tune the
size of the fee to help achieve a
balance of high impact in reducing
waste with a limited financial burden.
Prior to full implementation, New York
should also direct a highly visible
public education program to make
residents aware of the parameters and
effective date. Public competitions,
which have been used to encourage
businesses to reduce their commercial
waste in New York City,23 could be
used to further encourage residents to
reach targeted reductions in waste.
Conclusion
The current political climate for
passing a SAYT bill through the City
Council is favorable. In November of
2017, the majority of City Council
members were reelected to their
positions. A majority of them will not
have to face the prospect of reelection
as 38 out of 51 are term limited in
2021.24 This means that they are
much more distanced from political
considerations in the process of
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creating
policy.
Additionally,
the
Democrat-led
Council
has
demonstrated itself to be a progressive
leader on other environmental issues,
such as by passing the “Bring Your
Own Bag” law last year. These facts
create a prime environment for
starting a positive and productive
conversation around SAYT.

6.

Assessing Progress on the City's Solid
Waste Management Plan. New York, NY:
Independent Budget Office, August 2017.

7.

“Draft Final Comprehensive Solid Waste
Management
Plan,
September
2006:
Executive Summary.” New York Department
of Sanitation, September, 2006. Accessed
June 16, 2018. www1.nyc.gov/assets/dsny/
docs/
about_swmp_exec_summary_0815.pdf

SAYT is a critical step needed to reduce
waste and in turn, greenhouse gas
emissions, in New York City. By
championing such a policy, the City
Council could make New York a leader
in sustainability and make a lasting
impact on our natural environment.
That said, a residential recycling
incentive program must be matched
with equally aggressive commercial
recycling
incentives,
efforts
to
encourage reduced waste generation,
and a commitment to sustainable
sanitation infrastructure. SAYT is a
piece of the larger puzzle, yet without
it, reducing New York City’s waste
significantly may not happen quickly
enough to stop climate change.
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LEADING THE DEFEAT OF JUVENILE LIFE WITHOUT PAROLE
Lindsey Jackson
ABSTRACT I n 2012, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
Juvenile Life Without Parole sentences are unconstitutional. In
2017, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that inmates serving these
sentences are each retroactively entitled to sentence reviews.
Despite these court rulings, an estimated 2,500 children wane in
prison until they die. States are striking out on their own to enforce
these rulings piecemeal. However, this paper argues that the U.S.
Congress must take action to ensure that constitutional rights are
upheld equally throughout the country. It further illustrates how New
York legislation that has led to the successful enforcement of these
rulings can serve as a model for national legislation. This paper
proposes a method of successful adoption and implementation of
such legislation in Congress.
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Robbing Children of Their Lives
U.S. prosecutors are illegally leaving
2,500 children to wane in prison until
they die. Last year, the U.S. Supreme
Court ruled that inmates sentenced as
juveniles to life without parole (JLWOP)
are each retroactively entitled to
sentence reviews. New York stands at
the national forefront, eliminating
JLWOP
sentences.
New
York’s
successful
example should spurn
national legislation to end JLWOP with
the
programmatic
structure
and
funding to defend children’s rights.
Children are Less Culpable
In 2012’s Miller v Alabama, the U.S.
Supreme
Court
outlawed
JLWOP
sentences as an unconstitutional use of
cruel and unusual punishment.1 Then
in 2016, the U.S. Supreme Court
followed by ruling in Montgomery v
Louisiana that all people currently
incarcerated on JLWOP sentences are
entitled to have their sentences
retroactively
reviewed.2
Justice
Anthony Kennedy wrote for the
majority that the Constitution demands
that a child’s culpability for crimes be
examined differently than an adult’s.3
Researchers are universally concluding
that youth’s brains do not finish
development until their mid-twenties.4
Courts are taking note. Sentences for
youth offenders are now being
mitigated by virtue of this modern
science, which reinforces the U.S.
Supreme Court’s finding of reduced
culpability for young people in Miller,
and later affirmed in Montgomery.5
The New York Model

The U.S. Congress should undertake
federal legislation to enforce the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decreed protection of
children’s rights. New York can serve

as a prime example of effective
enforcement. New York stands as a
beacon of Constitutional protection,
but there are currently no systems of
review for prosecutors, judges, and
parole boards in other states to follow
New York’s lead. In the absence of
clear direction, Constitutional rights
are falling by the wayside. Simply
leaving other states unassisted as they
struggle
to
implement
individual
systems of JLWOP sentence review is
not working. A structure must be
approved by Congress to implement
the Court’s mandate to protect the
rights of people imprisoned as children
across the country as soon as possible.
Since Montgomery, few states have
implemented the Court’s retroactive
mandate.
Different
states
are
haphazardly trying different things,
the net result being unequal access to
individual liberty.6 Standardizing and
funding a review process for JLWOP
cases across the country would relieve
states from the fiscal and managerial
burden of creating and funding review
programs themselves.
Today, New York has zero prisoners
serving JLWOP sentences.7 National
legislation should be drafted with the
goal of achieving the same results.
A Formula for National Legislation
National JLWOP legislation should
systematically enforce reviews of this
illegal sentence. This should include
Department of Justice funding to
support
local
sentence
review
hearings. First, local parole boards
would convene to interview each
JLWOP prisoner and prepare a
recommendation for the sentencing
judge. Second, local sentencing judges
would hold formal hearings for each
JLWOP case with local prosecutors and
defense attorneys to decide how to
appropriately
alter
the
JLWOP
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sentence. Department of Justice (DOJ)
funding would support these two
hearings.
Legislation should require all JLWOP
cases to be heard by both the local
parole board and local sentencing
judge within two calendar years from
the date of the bill’s passage. Inmates
serving JLWOP whose sentences are
not reviewed within two calendar years
from passage should be automatically
made eligible for parole. All people
serving
JLWOP
sentences
found
suitable for parole via hearing, or
released on parole via the two-year
expiration,
should
be
released
according to typical, local parole
practices and supervision.

Additionally, children’s advocacy and
children’s rights groups will be
important voices to help garner public
support of this proposed legislation.
With strong support and incentives,
this legislation can pass. Creating a
system that can be easily transposed
onto existing local judicial structures,
all parole boards and sentencing
judges will have the direction and
funding to hold hearings for each
individual serving a JLWOP sentence.
The alternative is to either allow states
to continue fumbling on their own,
with little success, or to wait for the
U.S. Supreme Court to issue another
similar ruling that may still go
unheeded.
In
either
scenario,
America’s children lose.

Building a Coalition of Support
Children are a Bipartisan Concern
This legislation will require mobilization
of a broad coalition of support,
including the U.S. Attorney General
and DOJ, state parole boards, and
children’s rights advocacy groups. As
of this publication, Attorney General
Sessions comes from Alabama where
they have already reviewed over onefourth of their JLWOP cases in light of
the 2016 Montgomery ruling. Alabama
is demonstrating a commitment to
eliminating JLWOP, but is an example
of a state that would greatly benefit
from federal funding and assistance.
His sway on prosecutorial enforcement
of U.S. Supreme Court rulings is
critical for success.
Likewise, the support of lobbyists and
representatives of parole boards and
children’s
rights
groups
will
be
necessary to unite Congress to support
this issue. DOJ allocations will mean an
increased use of parole boards and
increased jobs on parole boards across
the country. This additional funding is
likely to help secure the support of
parole
board
advocacy
groups.
9

Some conservatives in Congress may
view this as a liberal agenda item and
not want to support it. However, this
concept has already flourished in
traditionally red states like Kansas,
West Virginia, and Wyoming, who each
have eliminated JLWOP sentences.8
Although some may argue that this
legislation has the appearance of
federal overreaction, this proposed bill
would actually grant states the funding
to carry out justice themselves in their
own way, without federal oversight. If
states wish to maintain the ability to
review JLWOP sentences themselves,
it is imperative that they implement a
system
that
grants
the
rights
promulgated
in
Montgomery
by
enacting this proposed legislation.
Conservative members of Congress
should also take note that individual
states and courts will still be able to
make case-by-case rulings as they see
fit,
which
falls
squarely
within
Republican values. However, because
children’s rights and defendant’s rights
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will also be acknowledged, this
measure will have broad appeal across
the aisle.
Gather Support
Movement

to

Lead

this

2 (2014): 63-65.

8.

Cohen, Alexandra O., and B.J. Casey.
"Rewiring Juvenile Justice: The Intersection
of Developmental Neuroscience and Legal
Policy." Trends in Cognitive Sciences 18, no.
2 (2014): 63-65.

The U.S. Supreme Court ruled in Miller
that
JLWOP
sentences
are
unconstitutional and then added that
existing JLWOP sentences require
retroactive review in Montgomery.
Congress can learn from New York
State how effective review of JLWOP
sentences
can
lead
to
positive
outcomes in the justice system.
Members from across the political
spectrum should be able to support its
provisions, and an effective program
would be economically feasible with
funds from the Department of Justice.
With a proper mobilized coalition, this
legislation should be able to pass in
any Congress.
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MONGOLIA’S 2017 PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION CALLS FOR
COMPULSORY VOTING
Rentsenkhand Enkh-Amgalan
ABSTRACT The collapse of socialism in M ongolia in the 1990s
did not guarantee the natural development of strong institutions of
democracy. Since the first free election in 1992, voter turnout rates
have been low and continue to decline. Attempts to mitigate the
issue, like public education campaigns, election day holidays, and
changing the election day to the weekend, have not solved the
problem. Low voter turnout can lead to unrepresentative
government and distrust of the government. This paper argues that
Mongolia strengthen its democracy by adopting a mandatory voting
policy.
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After the collapse of socialism in the
1990s, Mongolia’s low voter turnout for
almost every presidential election has
been quickly threatening its newly
established democracy. Since the first
democratic election in 1992, voter
turnout rates dropped from almost
95% to 67%.1 In the 2017 presidential
election, there was no candidate who
received the majority of votes (50%
plus one vote), which forced a run-off
for the first time in history. 2 The low
voter turnout signals a crisis of
democracy; Mongolia has to preserve
the legitimate values of political
participation and equal representation
of its citizens for a sustainable
democracy. A move to a compulsory
voting policy can be the most effective
and efficient way to significantly
increase turnout in Mongolia.
In an effort to increase voter
participation,
Mongolia
started
organizing elections on weekdays and
made them official holidays. However,
this did not result in any improvements
in the voter turnout rate. The United
Nations
Development
Programme
collaborated with the General Election
Commission of Mongolia and produced
educational
materials,
posters,
websites and TV ads to mobilize
voters,3 but these persuasion tactics
failed to produce significant results.
These techniques are clearly not
enough.
There are two major reasons why
Mongolians are not voting: a lack of
trust in both nominated politicians and
the electoral process, as well as voters’
feelings of confusion and hopelessness
that they will never see positive
change.4 For example, all three
presidential candidates from 2017
were involved in corruption scandals
(including illegal offshore accounts,
bribery for government jobs and
prohibited donations),5 which caused

high disapproval rates among voters.
One voter simply said, “I won’t vote
because there is nobody to choose
from.” 6 According to the International
Republican Institute’s public opinion
poll in 2016, 61% of respondents
expressed their disenchantment with
poor governance.7 As a Mongolian
voter living abroad and keeping
informed
about
the
candidates’
profiles, I also felt the same way.

There is an alternative option for
Mongolians to protest the candidates.
According to Article 99.5 of the Law on
Election, voters can select a none-ofthe-above option and express their
dissatisfaction with the nominated
candidates, or simply turn in blank
ballots.8 This means that if the
majority casts blank votes, a new
election would be held with new
candidate nominations. This is an
important
distinction
because
a
common decision is made by the
citizens, not because of the low voter
turnout. During the 2017 presidential
election, a group of young people
organized a social media movement to
popularize blank ballots and force new
elections with new candidates, which
resulted in 8.6% blank votes.9
Another reason for low voter turnout is
that Mongolian citizens are not
particularly experienced in democratic
elections and knowledgeable about the
importance of voting. As a new
democracy, Mongolians have only had
a total of eight parliamentary elections
since the transition to democracy in
1990.10 The 2017 presidential election
runoff named only the fifth president
of Mongolia. Mongolia is not alone. For
example, Tunisia, one of the world’s
newest democracies, had a low level of
voting with 80% of eligible Tunisian
voters boycotting the vote.11 Serbia,
another
new
democracy,
also
experienced the same issue with only
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22% turnout in their presidential
election.12
According
to
the
International Institute for Democracy
and Electoral Assistant, during the past
25 years, new democracies that consist
of post-communist states experienced
a much steeper decline in voter
turnout as compared to established
democracies.13 It is clear that a
transition to democracy itself does not
guarantee voting. A government must
establish a national culture of active
citizen engagement.
Compulsory
voting can help facilitate this.
Many argue that mandatory voting
violates an individual’s freedom in a
democratic electoral system. However,
this policy does not force citizens to
vote; it simply compels them to show
up at the polling stations. From that
point on, it is up to the voters to
decide who they want to elect or leave
the ballot blank to show their
disappointment with candidates or the
electoral process. There are over 26
democratic countries enforcing this
strategy,
including
Belgium
and
Australia, with turnout rates of 87%
and
80%
respectively.14
These
democracies are not known for
curtailing the rights of their citizens.
The historically low voter turnout in
2017 triggered an important call-toaction for the Mongolian government
to take a policy intervention and
educate the public on the significance
of active voting. Given the lack of
previous experience in practicing such
policy, it would be beneficial to first
pilot this in the upcoming 2021
presidential
election,
analyze
its
feasibility, and evaluate the results
before considering it for all elections.

Mongolia’s
General
Election
Commission should draft a policy
agenda that incentivizes active voters
and punishes non-voters as part of the
13

compulsory voting. This may not
occur, however, without the active
urging of the citizens of Mongolia who
care
about
the
health
of
its
democracy.
Democracy
advocates
must organize and raise their voices
for the adoption of compulsory voting.
Their mobilization can serve as an
example of what a healthy democracy
looks
like,
which
can
be
institutionalized through the adoption
of a mandatory voting policy.
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SHOULD A CITY LIMIT ITS POPULATION?
Zhen Luo
ABSTRACT M egacities, w hich accommodate millions of
people, are always challenged by the impact of population growth.
By comparing Beijing and New York City, this paper suggests that
restrictions to the population should not be included in a city’s
development plan. The freedom to immigrate is not only a right, but
also reasonable from an economic perspective.
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The
Population
Problem
Megacities: Global Trends

in

Megacities, which accommodate more
than ten million people, are densely
populated because they are rich in
perceived fortune and opportunities. As
the developed world is undergoing
dramatic
globalization
and
the
developing world is witnessing rapid
urbanization, we can anticipate two
trends in the next decades:
First, as Saskia Sassen explains,
globalization
means
stronger
connections between global gateway
cities.1 As globalization deepens, we
can expect more immigrants, domestic
or international, seeking opportunities
in metropolitan areas, such as New
York, Tokyo, Paris, Hong Kong and
Shanghai. Free migration in the age of
globalization is a trend toward not only
certain
cities,
but
also
certain
countries.
Second, countries like the Philippines,
Vietnam, India and Ethiopia are
competing to be the next “factory of
the world” with economic growth rates
above six percent.2 As a result of
undergoing rapid economic growth and
urbanization, new megacities are going
to emerge on the coasts of Africa,
South Asia and Southeast Asia. In less
than a decade, Shenzhen, which used
to be a small village in the Pearl River
Delta, became one of the most
prosperous cities in China. We can
expect more stories like that in the
developing world.
Urban Population Problem in the
Two Worlds
Rapid population growth could bring
new problems to megacities in not only
the developing world, but also the
developed world. For the latter, growth
in megacities does not inevitably carry

with it growth in the values of
openness and diversity. There is still a
growing portion of the population that
hopes
to
build
walls
between
countries; the zeitgeist of isolationism
could indeed affect urban planners.
For the developing world, new
immigrants will bring about new
problems that governments may not
have encountered before, such as a
growth in traffic, housing prices and
pollution. Urban planners in the
developing world must ask themselves
how to proceed: to close the borders
and
maintain
their
outdated
administration, or to embrace new
immigrants
as
well
as
the
opportunities they carry.
Thus, municipalities in current and
growing megacities must ask what
population policies – if any – should be
implemented.
Experiences from Beijing and New
York City: A Comparison
Large urban centers like Beijing and
New York City, as defined by
population and economic output, are
natural
cities
to
compare.
A
comparative
analysis
of
their
population policies can be informative
for other megacities, especially future
ones. This section will review the
divergent
policy
approaches
to
population of Beijing and New York
City.
Beijing: Government-Regulated
Population Limits
Challenged by the problems associated
with the growth of megacities, Beijing
tried to control its population by
enforcing
growth
limits.
Beijing
recently
announced
that
the
population should be kept under 23
million until 2020. To achieve this
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goal, Beijing has implemented a
household registration policy - one of
the few living legacies of China’s
planned economy policies - to keep
immigrants from using the city’s health
care, education and other public
service
systems.
Recently,
the
municipal government launched a plan
to “gut the city of all functions
unrelated to its status as national
capital, to push the growing population
into the surrounding provinces.”3
New
York
City:
Population Growth

Unregulated

New York City does not control its
population
with
any
restrictions.
American citizens can come and go
freely, and international residents can
stay if they have visas. There is no
gatekeeper for the city and there is no
registration policy to deny resources to
immigrants. While it is true that for
international immigrants with visas,
there are strict laws limiting their
access to resources, the laws are set
by the federal government, not by the
city itself. In other words, while the
country does have a border, the city
itself does not.
A
Comparison
Consequences

of

the

Policy

Even though China has a powerful
central government by whom policy
implementation is always guaranteed,
the population control policy has
proved to be a failure. By the year
1980,
the
municipal
government
drafted a plan to control the population
under 10 million until the year 2000,
but the goal failed before 1985. By the
year 1990, the government drafted
another plan to keep the population
under 15 million until the year 2005,
but the goal failed before 1995.4 To
this date, Beijing has not achieved its
intended targets.
17

New York City remains manageable
with an open population policy, which
is contrary to the Beijing policy. Crime
rates have decreased by more than
20%
over
the
last
decade.5,6
Moreover, the city has continued to
prosper with an open city border. Life
expectancy went up from 72.4 years in
1990 to 81.2 years in 2015,7 and
people’s wages went up more rapidly
than the rest of the country.8 Although
inequality remains a major challenge,
the city’s top earners are voluntarily
advocating higher taxes on themselves
in order to provide better public
services to the poor.9
New York’s openness can provide a
lesson for Beijing and other major
cities. Population growth does not
necessarily harm an urban center.
Indeed, New York statistics show that
a city can even thrive under such
conditions.
Why Megacities Should not Limit
Their Population
First and foremost, people’s right to
immigrate should be protected. The
right to migrate is protected by most
countries’ constitutions as well as the
Universal
Declaration
of
Human
10
Rights.
A city government’s laws
should not supersede international
agreements. Thus, any effort to deport
anyone from a city or discriminate
against anyone based on where and
when they migrated from should be
considered illegal under international
law.
Secondly, economic forces can adjust
the population to an optimum level.
Not everyone wants to migrate to an
urban core. Big cities may have more
economic opportunities, but the high
prices and heavy traffic can deter
migration. If a city is too crowded,
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newcomers may be stopped by the
economic burdens. This can explain
why cities like New York and London
witnessed smooth (less than one
percent) population growth in the past
decade. A city needs a diverse labor
force, including blue collar, white collar
and
no
collar
workers.
The
interdependency of various income
groups is a complicated structure, like
an ecological system, with economic
reasons. The government has neither
authority
nor
precise
enough
knowledge to decide who is optimal to
leave and who should stay.
Finally, larger populations can lead to
innovation and development. Rome,
the beating heart of the ancient
Mediterranean world, had one million
inhabitants at its climax, larger than
any other city at that time. This large
population pushed Rome to its fullest
potentials in urban planning: insulas,
hygenic water, bath houses and even
fire brigades. Romans enjoyed these
advanced
infrastructures
and
institutions two thousand years earlier
than the rest of the world.10 Millions of
people in a single city can mean better
division
of
labor
and
intense
cooperation, which are the sources of
innovation.11 It is the energy and
creativity of human power which make
megacities key factors in economic
development.

immigrants are more likely to climb
the economic ladder long-term in
cities. The poverty rate is much lower
than that in rural areas. Lagos, for
example, has a poverty rate that is
less than half of that of rural Nigeria.12
Income inequality in cities attract
attention not because the problem is
worse in urban areas, but because the
greater
concentration
of
people
necessitate action.

Conclusion
As Glaeser contends, urban lives make
us “richer, smarter, greener, healthier,
and happier.”13 It is unjust and unfair
to keep a portion of the humankind
from such a great achievement. Urban
growth requires careful and thoughtful
planning.
However,
population
limitations should not be a part of it.
They do not solve the social ills they
are purported to correct.
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The Counterargument: Slums
Some people argue that lack of
regulation can lead to economic
inequality. Slums are often highlighted
as evidence for economic polarization.
However,
as
Harvard
economist
Edward Glaeser points out, cities are
not where the inequality problem is
created, but where the problem is
being solved. Poverty rates of longterm residents are much lower than
that of new-comers, which means that
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO ENCOURAGE SUSTAINABLE
URBAN DEVELOPMENT IN SANTIAGO DE CHILE
Monica Flores
ABSTRACT The purpose of this memorandum is to recommend
a series of changes to Santiago de Chile’s urban policies in order to
encourage a more sustainable urban development and future
growth. The proposal is framed within the Sustainable Urban
Development Act of 2010 (S. 3229) and aims to solve Santiago’s
most pressing developmental issues: (1) an overburdened subway
system; (2) the increasing pollution in the city due to car usage,
and; (3) the density polarization of affordable housing supply:
overcrowded towers in central areas and tract housing in the
periphery.
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Issue 1: Metro Over
Access Inequality

Use

and

Santiago’s Metro system is the best in
Latin America and seventh best in the
world in terms of frequency.1 The
Metro carries an average of 2.2 million
people daily.2 The main Metro line —
Line 1 — is located in the north of
Santiago, connecting east to west, and
running
across
the
“northeast
cone” (the wealthier area of the city) in
which
the
three
major
jobconcentrated
municipalities
are
located. The other three lines connect
Line 1 to southern Santiago, which is
mainly
a
low-to-middle-income
residential area. Metro trains are
overburdened daily at peak hours,
especially Line 1, which has increased
from an average of 610,000 in 2015 to
617,000 passengers per hour in a
working day in 2016. Stations like “Los
Heroes” (Line 1) bear almost 46,000
passengers per hour in peak hours,
getting close to their maximum design
capacity
at
50,000.
Moreover,
Santiago’s
subway
surpassed
six
passengers per square meter on
average,
double
international
recommendations.3
Residents overwhelmingly prefer to
use
the
Metro,
displaying
“incomparable confidence levels in
terms of travel times and frequency,
qualities that do not exist in alternative
transportation means like buses and
car”.4 However, only 26% of the city
has direct access to it. The other 74%
of the city has to rely on buses or
private transportation,5 generating an
overload of street traffic and increasing
bus commute times.

Issue 2: Car Usage and Pollution
Santiago de Chile is the fourth highest
polluted city in the whole continent. Its
21

average particulate matter (PM10) in
2016 was 64 microg/m3, four times
the New York City average.6 41% of
Santiago’s particulate matter has its
origin in automobiles and trucks. 7
Moreover, automobile usage has
increased during the last decade, and
is
the
most
used
means
of
transportation. During peak hours,
29% of travel is done by car
(increasing from 21% in 2001),
whereas 24% is done through public
transportation (decreasing from 30%
in 2001). Commuters prefer private
cars over the public bus system when
there is no subway alternative,
especially among high-income (57%)
and
middle-income
households
8
(29%).
Issue 3: Affordable Housing
The Ministry of Housing subsidizes the
demand for housing, mostly for
property ownership.9 In Santiago,
63.1% of subsidized units are new
developments.10
However,
the
government depends on real estate
developers to supply new affordable
dwellings. Most of these are provided
by large-scale real estate developers
that sell a large number of units per
project in order to cover their fixed
costs.11 This has led to an extreme
"typological polarization": high density
apartment towers in the center versus
tract
houses
in
the
suburbs,
generating negative externalities.12 On
the one hand, low-income central
municipalities are being densified
faster than the urban infrastructure is
being improved, generating high
traffic,
collapse
of
sewers
and
diminished water pressure in the
area.13 These high-density buildings
have
also
been
denounced
for
harboring prostitution, drug-dealing
businesses, and increased levels of
violence
and
insecurity
in
the
surroundings. On the other hand, most
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of Santiago’s available affordable units
are located in neighborhoods with a
low quality of public services. Among
the subsidized units for low income
families in Santiago Metropolitan Area,
over 70% are tract houses and 48%
are located in municipalities that do
not have access to the subway),14
meaning
that
residents
face
commuting times of more than an hour
to downtown Santiago.15

Proposal
Network

1:

Expand

the

Metro

Santiago can both ease stress on the
Metro and create greater access by
creating a parallel to Line 1— Line1a —
that runs through the north side of the
Mapocho River reaching further areas
of
the
northeast-cone.16
Another
eastern-western
line
should
be
developed in the southern area of the
city, where low income households are
located. This policy will increase access
to subway transportation for the high
and middle classes, creating less car
dependence, and therefore decreasing
pollution caused by car usage. This will
also result in lower travel times for bus
-dependent users. Finally, this will
guarantee fast connectivity for the low
and middle income households of
Santiago, making it easier for them to
move towards the more productive and
better-served areas of the city and to
take advantage of its agglomeration
economies.
The central government will carry the
cost of expanding the subway system.
All taxpayers will receive the benefits
of new public infrastructure; it will
generate a positive externality that
accrues directly to landowners of areas
surrounding new Metro stations by
increasing land values. Considering
Santiago’s new construction rate,17
redevelopment and densification are
likely to happen in these areas.

Santiago should also implement a
variation of a Tax Increment Financing
(TIF)
method
that
helps
bring
affordable housing to better connected
areas of the city. Specifically, Santiago
should mandate affordable housing
units within walking distance of every
subway station. The rate of affordable
units should decrease with an increase
of distance to the subway station.17
These units should remain affordable
according to the Ministry of Housing
affordability price reference every time
they are sold or rented, and only a
person who receives subsidies should
be able to buy or rent these units. By
imposing this kind of TIF, development
may slow down in the short-run, but
pick up in the long-run; the TIF will be
transferred
to
the
landowners,
lowering the sale price that increased
by having a new subway station in
front of them.
Proposal
2:
Internalize
Negative Externalities of
Density Development

the
High

In order to prevent “vertical ghetto
development,” Santiago can mitigate
the negative effects of high density
through a density bonus. Santiago
should
provide
incentives
for
developers to invest in local public
infrastructure,
including
sewage
renewal, improving water pressure
provisions, transit impact reduction,
local surveillance, and public space
maintenance. This way, developers will
internalize the negative externalities
that projects with excessive density
generate, especially in low-income
municipalities.
Proposal 3: Incentivize
Development in Mid-Density Areas
Santiago should subsidize the supply
rather than demand for housing. In
this scenario, the government will
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know the number of affordable units
available in the market and their
locations prior to assigning benefits.
Moreover, there is less risk for the
developer: they will be guaranteed the
sale units being subsidized by the
government. This could incentivize
small and medium sized developers to
enter the market, who would be willing
to build fewer units per project.
Furthermore, specific incentives for
middle scale development should be
made in the form of increasing subsidy
rates: a higher subsidy should be
added for projects with medium
density. Moreover, a higher subsidy
should be given for units located close
to the subway and to projects located
within neighborhoods with higher
quality services, such as public
schools, public health clinics, parks,
and street maintenance.
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Further Research
The costs and benefits that have been
outlined are certainly not exhaustive.
Further research is needed to estimate
the following: an accurate mapping
and investment impact of new subway
lines, the rate of mandatory affordable
units to be funded by the TIF according
to the actual increase in land value,
the maximum density that the city
should allow, the amount of the
density bonus according to investment
in public infrastructure, and what is the
medium-density
range
to
be
encouraged and subsidized by the
government.
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A COOPERATIVE SOLUTION FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Steven Morales
ABSTRACT Over 50% of N ew Y orkers spend more than 30%
of their income on rent despite the fact that Mayor Bill de Blasio has
pledged to create and preserve 200,000 units of affordable housing.
This paper proposes that New York City replicate the model of
success exemplified by Co-op City in the Bronx, which was built in
the late 1960s as part of the Mitchell-Lama program. This provided
land, loans, and tax abatements to developers who agreed to keep
rents affordable for middle income tenants. Unlike Mandatory
Inclusionary Housing, which only creates a small percentage of
affordable units while contributing to New York City’s expensive
luxury housing stock, expanding this limited equity-controlled rent
model throughout the city could create 100% permanently
affordable units for hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers. Though
Co-op City is far from perfect—the complex has struggled through
periods of financial trouble, mismanagement, and board corruption—
these challenges could be mitigated through strong oversight.
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Despite Mayor Bill de Blasio’s promise
“to create and preserve 200,000
affordable
homes
through
his
expansion
of
the
Mandatory
Inclusionary Housing program,” New
Yorkers still cannot afford to pay the
rent.1 According to a 2017 report by
the New York City Rent Guidelines
Board, over 50% of New Yorkers are
rent-burdened, meaning that they
spend more than 30% of their income
on rent.2 People who are rent- or costburdened,
according to the US
Department of Housing and Urban
Development, “may have difficulty
affording necessities such as food,
clothing, transportation and medical
care.”3 We need new long-term, largescale, affordable housing solutions to
provide relief to millions of struggling
New Yorkers.
One strong example of affordable
housing that could work for many New
Yorkers lies in the Northeast corner of
the Bronx: Co-op City. Now home to
over 43,000 residents, Co-op City was
built in the late 1960s as part of the
Mitchell-Lama program, which provided
land, loans, and tax abatements to
developers who agreed to keep rents
affordable for middle income tenants.4
My grandparents were among Co-op
City’s first residents when they moved
there from Morris Heights, and three
generations of my family have lived
there ever since. Co-op City allowed
my grandparents, my parents, and
thousands of other lower middle class
New Yorkers to create economic
stability for their families. Expanding
Co-op City’s model of limited-equity
affordable housing throughout New
York City can provide a valuable longterm option for the millions of New
Yorkers struggling to pay rent every
month.
Co-op City works by requiring new
residents to purchase “limited equity”

shares in the community. These
shares, which cost between $13,500
for a one-bedroom and $29,250 for a
three-bedroom
apartment,
entitle
shareholders
to
occupy
their
apartments in exchange for a monthly
carrying charge. The carrying charge
for a spacious two-bedroom apartment
is roughly $1,000 per month and
covers water, electricity, central heat,
air conditioning, routine maintenance,
and administrative fees.5 The unique
element of Co-op City’s “limited
equity” shares is that they do not
fluctuate in value with the market.
When shareholders leave, they receive
their initial investment and nothing
more.6 This gives Co-op City residents
an incentive to stay for the long term
and contributes to a shared sense of
ownership and investment in the
community. At the same time, as a
Mitchell-Lama development, carrying
charges are required by law to remain
affordable. The Co-op City model
ensures that monthly costs remain low
and that residents are invested in their
community.
Unlike
Mandatory
Inclusionary
Housing, which only creates a small
percentage of affordable units while
contributing to New York City’s
expensive
luxury
housing
stock,
expanding
the
limited
equitycontrolled rent model throughout the
city could create 100% permanently
affordable units for hundreds of
thousands New Yorkers.7 Just like
Mitchell-Lama
in
the
1960s,
government subsidies should be set
aside for developers who build or
convert existing buildings into limitedequity, rent-controlled apartments.
Taking it one step further, additional
income-based subsidies or low-interest
loans could cover some or all of the
equity payments for those living in
extreme poverty.
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Co-op City itself is far from perfect and
its model will not work for everyone.
Indeed, the complex has struggled
through periods of financial trouble,
mismanagement,
and
board
corruption.8 In addition, not all families
would be able to commit to the upfront
equity payment or to staying in one
place for an extended period of time.
But these barriers could be resolved
through strong oversight and may be a
small price to pay for rent relief for
hundreds of thousands of New Yorkers.

7.

Chan, Sewell. "Bronx Odyssey: From Rebel
to Executive to Felon." The New York Times.
October 10, 2006. Accessed June 10, 2018.
https://www.nytimes.com/2006/10/10/
nyregion/10rosen.html.

8.

Block, Dorian. "Former Co-Op City Board
President Gets 6 Months in Jail in Plea Deal
- NY Daily News." New York Daily News.
March 27, 2008. Accessed June 10, 2018.
http://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/
bronx/co-op-city-board-president-6-months
-jail-plea-deal-article-1.288650.

Contributing public funding to build
sustainable affordable housing is not
an easy political task. Neither is
convincing developers to forego the
potential profits of large luxury
developments. But Co-op City shows
that it is possible. It’s time to take bold
action and build more limited equity,
rent-controlled housing in the Co-op
City model to reduce New Yorkers’ rent
burden and keep New York City
affordable for all.
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THE POSITIVE ECONOMICS OF REFUGEE RESETTLEMENT
Alison Gratto Ng
ABSTRACT This paper argues that refugee resettlement is an
economic net positive, specifically for communities in America’s Rust
Belt. There is documented evidence of economic growth and job
creation as a result of resettlement in St. Paul, Minneapolis and
Pittsburgh. This paper highlights Clarkson, Georgia as a microcosm
of these trends in which a failing local grocery store was turned
around by attracting the new customer base offered by resettled
refugees. The evidence shows that refugees buck the stereotypes
and fears that justify advocacy for a reduction in refugee acceptance
and resettlement . Refugees work and go to school at higher rates
than native-born Americans, augment the workforce in aging
populations, contribute to the local economy, are vetted through
intensive background checks and have comparatively low crime
rates. That is why many cities are actively enacting policies that
welcome refugees. This paper proposes that pro-refugee cities can
form a coherent advocacy block that highlights the successes of
refugee integration.
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Recently, studies have shown that
cities — especially declining cities in
America’s Rust Belt — can gain
enormous economic benefits from
refugee resettlement. Despite this
evidence, President Trump decided in
2017 to slash the number of refugees
admitted to the U.S. by over 50%.1 His
ruling was wrong and misguided. The
United
States
should
keep
the
resettlement cap at 110,000 refugees
per year. It is not just refugees who
will suffer from this resettlement
reduction; communities across the
country will bear the economic costs.
Refugees are stateless people whose
lives were interrupted by war and
persecution. While the President’s
policies are based on the idea that
refugees are dangerous and a drain on
the economy, studies show refugees
have actually had a positive economic
impact throughout the U.S., and
particularly in the Rust Belt. Refugees
help reverse depressing trends such as
industry exodus, unemployment and
brain drain. Cleveland and Akron, for
example, benefit from an expanded tax
base
and
increased
population.2
Refugees balance the housing market
and generate more tax revenue by
purchasing and renting homes that
would otherwise be vacant.3 Northern
towns and cities of New York State are
experiencing similar trends. When
industries left, cities such as Utica and
Buffalo went into rapid decline.
Refugee resettlement turned the local
economies around. Among many
others, St. Paul,4 Minneapolis5 and
Pittsburg,6
show
parallel
improvements.
Throughout the U.S., refugees work
and go to school at higher rates than
native-born Americans.7 In areas
suffering from population decline or an
aging population, the positive effects of
an
augmented
workforce
are
29

substantial.8
Refugees
that
are
resettled before age 14 go to college
and are employed at the same rates of
their native-born counterparts.9
Clarkson,
Georgia
is
a
clear
representation of these trends.10 This
small suburban city enacted policies to
facilitate resettlement and integration
of refugees, and the resulting signs of
economic vitality are unmistakable.11
In one iconic case, for example, an
ancient local grocery store called Thrift
Town reversed its demise by stocking
its shelves with international products
and attracting a refugee clientele.12 It
is a common scenario in places that
welcome refugees. Cities — especially
those in economic decline — need a
population that will work hard,
contribute to the economy and remain
there. Refugees can be the solution.
Opponents of resettlement argue that
refugees take jobs away from natives.
However, studies find that refugees
actually create jobs by starting
businesses at higher frequencies than
natives.13
Further,
the
increased
population translates to more jobs in
schools and support services.14 Since
refugees only make up about 1% of
the entire U.S. population, there is
simply no evidence to suggest they
flood the job market and lower wages
for natives.15
President
Trump
and
his
administration have further argued
against resettlement claiming refugees
are too expensive, use too many social
services and are too dangerous.16 His
argument is myopic; evidence refutes
all of these claims. According to new
research by the Department of Health
and
Human
Services,
refugees
contribute more to the economy over
the long term than they use in
benefits. Refugees are a net gain of
approximately $63 billion over a 10-
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year period.17 Furthermore, refugees
already undergo intense background
checks,18 and areas with high numbers
of refugees have low crime rates.19
Cities that understand the long-term
benefits of resettlement are not
interested in turning refugees away.
Rather, they are trying to create
policies that welcome refugees for the
benefit of all.20

To combat negative perceptions of
refugees, cities that have gained from
resettlement
must
exhibit
their
economic advances. Further, Rust Belt
cities like Buffalo and Cleveland must
show how a decrease in resettlement,
now undertaken by President Trump as
of this writing, effects economic
conditions there. Cities can work
together to form a cohesive advocacy
strategy to welcome resettlement and
highlight economic gains across all
sectors — business, sports, education,
faith, government and nonprofit. Cities
that
have
yet
to
gain
from
resettlement can study and display
how a refugee population could
improve their economies.
Welcoming
refugee
resettlement
should be part of every American city’s
plan for economic vitality. The benefits
far outweigh the costs.
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NEW YORK STATE’S OPPORTUNITY TO CREATE A
SUSTAINABLE HEALTHCARE WORKFORCE (AND THE RISK
OF MISSING THE CRITICAL WINDOW)
Sarah Nusbaum
ABSTRACT N ew Y ork state has reached the halfw ay mark in
its $6.24 billion, five-year plan to redesign its Medicaid program Cost
savings is chief amongst the state’s priorities. This has shifted much
of the burden of healthcare to frontline workers, low-paid, unlicensed
individuals who spend the most time with patients. Home health
aides have taken on the task of care as the industry as a whole has
shifted towards reducing the amount of time patients spend in
hospitals, the most expensive form of healthcare. This paper
acknowledges the benefits that frontline works bring to reducing
costs and inefficiencies in the healthcare system and argues that
reliance on this workforce will be unsustainable without systemically
improving working conditions and salaries.
*This article was originally published in Crain’s New York Business on
October 19, 2017 and can be found online at http://
www.crainsnewyork.com/article/20171019/OPINION/171019906/asnew-york-adds-home-health-aides-lets-stop-burning-them-out.
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Transformation is happening across
healthcare delivery systems, not least
in New York, where the state has
reached the halfway mark in its $6.24
billion, five-year plan to redesign its
Medicaid program.1 The chief goal of
reform is to achieve some variation of
the “triple aim:” improve population
health, improve patient experiences
and decrease costs.2 With an emphasis
on cost savings, providers are working
to increase service coordination, taskshifting, and patient outreach. Reform
efforts also mean shifting patient care
to the least expensive settings and
providers. Rather than seeing a doctor,
you might benefit from the services of
a health coach to help you manage
your chronic conditions, a community
health worker to link you with services
in your neighborhood, or a peer
specialist to help you with your
behavioral health needs. This makes
sense
from
a
cost
perspective
(providers and taxpayers stand to save
a lot of money) and from a patientcare perspective (we want healthier
people, fewer ER visits, and better
disease management), but from a
workforce perspective, it’s a little
stickier: we have begun to put the
burden of reforming our state’s
healthcare system on our lowest paid
workers- the frontline workforce.3

The frontline workforce is typically
made up of unlicensed individuals who
spend the most time with patients,
visit them in their homes, escort them
to appointments, check their vitals and
help address their health-related issues
like housing and childcare. Creating
tens of thousands of new frontline jobs
without thought to job quality, wages,
training and career ladders would be a
grave mistake, and one we have made
before.
Our nation’s reliance on home health
workers, which number more than
33

120,000 in New York City alone, was
born from a need to shift patients out
of expensive hospitals after acute
stays. First people were moved to
nursing facilities to rehabilitate, but
that was also too expensive. Instead,
we moved them home earlier and
hired minimum wage workers with
minimal training—home health aides
(HHAs)—to tend to them. But as life
expectancies dramatically increase and
people choose to live in their homes as
long as possible, we rely more and
more
on
HHAs,
not
just
for
companionship for the frail and elderly
but as frontline providers, caring for
those with complex medical conditions
and disabilities. HHAs make up the
largest healthcare workforce in New
York City, and the number is expected
to grow by 20% in the next decade.
Especially in a tightening labor market,
recruitment is difficult and retention is
poor, yet these are the jobs that are
the most immune to recessions or to
outsourcing.
While our reliance on HHAs grows, we
are making little progress towards
improving their wages, job quality or
career prospects. They are often given
inconsistent hours, earn very low
wages ($11.14 per hour as of 2016although this will go up to $15 over
the next few years) and, as a result,
23% live in households below the
federal poverty line.4 This means that
the person helping your aging parent
or ill neighbor in their most private
moments—going to the bathroom,
bathing, and eating their meals— may
not be able to care for their own family
members. Beyond caring about this
out of compassion for workers, poor
job quality of this workforce also
lessens the quality of patient care. 5
Efforts to improve the HHA job, such
as the extension of the Fair Labor
Standards Act’s wage and hour
protections to HHAs, raise very real
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challenges for other stakeholders in
the homecare field. Many agencies are
barely able to survive with current
Medicaid reimbursement rates and will
be unable to cover the increased
compensation. This means they will
have to lay off aides, reduce their
hours, or close their doors. Reforming
home care is such a cumbersome and
complex
task
that
politicians
reasonably shy away from real reform
and focus instead on providing quick
fixes,
ultimately
causing
more
problems. We now find ourselves at an
impasse because plans for caring for
America’s
aging
population
were
created haphazardly; HHAs were the
answer to a need for cheap and quick
care.

foundation—and should it collapse,
exploited workers won’t be the only
ones to suffer.

I do not propose a solution to our
homecare dilemma, but instead want
to raise it as a cautionary tale. Just as
we addressed the needs of our aging
and ill population with frontline
workers, we now look to direct service
providers
again
to
achieve
our
healthcare
reform
goals.
These
workers
are
the
foundation
of
initiatives that benefit healthcare
providers, taxpayers, and patients.
Whether the workforce will also benefit
is yet to be determined, and as we
have seen with HHAs, is critical to the
success of our healthcare goals. Right
now, community health workers and
peer specialists often find themselves
making
minimum
wage
with
demanding and irregular schedules,
yet the hiring demand for these two
immensely important positions is
skyrocketing. They are asked not only
to do their jobs, but also to navigate
undefined boundaries, bridge cultural
gaps, and display patience and
empathy in the face of extreme human
destitution.
Their
value
is
immeasurable and our reliance on
them needs to be fully recognized. We
risk building a system on a shaky
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We are currently redesigning our
healthcare system to be better. Let’s
value our workers for the benefits they
bring to our system at large and
compensate them accordingly. If we
do this, we have the opportunity to
build new, qualified, and sustainable
factions of the healthcare workforce.
Should we fail to do so, we risk
repeating history and ending up with
another
homecare
dilemma:
impoverished
workers,
struggling
providers, and dissatisfied patients.
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